Blogging –
SEO Guide

FREE – SEO WordPress Guide
How To Begin Your Process To Number One In Search Engine Results
Ranking Using Plugins, And Various Other Tricks Available For Free –
Xploited Media
*We recommend taking a backup before carrying out any recommended tasks and will not be held responsible for any issues to your website as all points are
merely here for guidance purposes.
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Website - Speed

Introduction
Website Speed is a vital aspect of modern day websites, not only from a Google perspective but also for
Usability.
In todays modern society, everyone is in a rush and impatient when it comes to the simple tasks. If
something takes too long they move on to something else. The same applies to websites.
Just think of all the times you have visited a particular website for information and its taken a while to
load, you either; a) open another browser tab and load another website at the same time b) close that
particular website and look for another one for all the resources you require.
You don’t want your website to be one of these that people click off of.
The same applies to Google and its scraping abilities. It takes into account a variety of metrics in order to
critique your website and how user friendly it is for the user.
A slow poorly developed site Google will not rank high on the list for the exact reason that it believes its
users won’t appreciate the site due to these issues.
Therefore, the first priority before we tackle any other aspect of the website is to look into speed and how
we can improve this.
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WordPress
Originally developed for the Blogging world, WordPress has been developed into something a lot more
advanced offering users a standalone platform where they can create their own websites without vast
Programming knowledge.
Themes are available to upload for free with some Premium Themes available at a small fee. One thing to
note when choosing a Theme, is the more options and capabilities the more likely it will use up drastic
time to load. So always remember simple is key.
Not only for a speed perspective but also for usability.

Plugins
WordPress comes with various standard options ideal for the novice. However, the true key to WordPress
potential and why it is so popular is because you are able to upload new Plugins increasing the capabilities
of WordPress.
These Plugins have been developed by developers across the world to increase functionality in various
aspects. Some Plugins come highly recommended whilst others have not been fully tested. The best way
to know what is safe is by checking reviews and seeing whether the Developer is a credited member to the
WordPress Society.
Another aspect to remember when installing Plugins is that the more you install the likeliness it will bog
down your system slowing down the website. Think of it as a computer with limited space, over time you
keep saving more and more to it. Gradually it takes a lot longer to load as it has to look up so much and is
running out of space.
http://www.xploited.media
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W3 Total Cache
There are a variety of plugins available to increase your website speed, however none seem to work as
well as W3 Total Cache.
Naturally this comes with controversy, however ask any expert in the field and this will come highly
recommended as a “Free” installation.
There are plenty of additional Plugins that come at a Premium Fee, however this still comes highly
recommended and often does more than the Premium Plugins.
A Premium Version of this plugin is also available, however it is not required.
Once you have installed the Plugin you will see a new window on the left menu available. Access it to see
the settings.
Your settings will vary on your WordPress set up, as often some will affect your website loading.
However Basic safe options to enable are:
•

Page Cache – Disk Enhanced

•

Opcode Cache – Zend Apache

•

Database Cache – Disk

•

Object Cache – Disk

•

Browser Cache

•

Reverse Proxy

There are other options to Minify JavaScript etc. however this often affects your website overall look.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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WP Optimize
If you have an understanding of web development and how all aspects link into a Database, you will begin
to understand the purpose of this Plugin.
In Summary, every aspect of your website is stored in a Database in particular Cells to which when a user
visits the website, the Website pulls back these Cells and presents the information.
A good example is comments on the website. When someone comments on the website it is stored in a
Cell. Over time with Spam the number of Cells increase meaning it takes longer to pull back all the data.
This in turn slows down the website.
Therefore, WP Optimize should be installed to help remove any unwanted aspects, such as Draft/Trash
Posts as well as any spam comments etc.
Once installed there are a variety of options available for which files to cleanse. This is totally up to you,
however we recommend only the simple options that are already ticked. A status bar is available on the
right to show how much space you will save.
We do also recommend taking a Backup before tackling any of these tasks.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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Images – Optimize
Images are the bread and butter to any website, not just for a visual purpose but also due to their size.
Large images take time to load but at the same time are visually pleasing to the user.
So stuck in this predicament we must look into the ideal solution to enforce the eye catching imagery
whilst maintaining a fully efficient well performing website.
There is a technique called Lossy and Lossless which can help decrease the size of your imagery. We use a
website called https://tinypng.com which provides the ultimate platform for shrinking your image.
Naturally we recommend saving your images in a small resolution as it will be shown on the website. If for
example you are offering large Desktop Wallpaper style images then we understand, but when you can
shrink the image, it will help massively with load times.
TinyPng as mentioned above allows users to upload 20 images at a time and it will compress them
removing aspects that are not required for online purposes.
There is a paid service but we recommend the free one.
*To note Google looks at this in its Speed Test.

EWWW Image Optimizer
Similar to the TinyPng website EWWW Image Optimizer offers a solution for uploaded images. It can
backtrack old images whilst also any new uploaded images.
The plugin is slow but isn’t limited to a small number at once, and will help speed up your website in no
time.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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WP Smush
Another Plugin for Image Compression is WP Smush. It works exactly the same as EWWW Image
Optimizer.
We actually recommend using both hand in hand, one after the other to see if any more compression can
be done by one or the other as often one may be better than the other.
After you have finished using these Plugins we recommend deactivating them to save resources until you
need it again.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/

CDN
CDN Stands for Content Delivery Network, and does exactly that. To save the long winded Google
definition, in summary when you purchase a web hosting package it is based in a particular country. For
example, if you live in the United Kingdom and purchase one from there, the server will no doubt be in the
United Kingdom.
Naturally for someone from the United States to visit the website it has to contact the Server in the
United Kingdom.
http://www.xploited.media
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A CDN prevents this by storing partial parts of your website on a variety of servers around the Globe
allowing access from those countries.
This therefore means the user in the United States will access servers in the United States speeding up the
process.
There are a lot of paid services for this, however CloudFlare offer a free limited service which we
recommend. This not only offers a speed increase but also security on top of this.

CloudFlare
As mentioned above CloudFlare is one of the most popular and well known CDN packages available.
Mainly due to their free package available.
The premium service offers a much more intensive package; however, we are all about a budget in this
guide.
Installation is not the simplest but with some simple settings you are well on your way.
The first thing to do is to Sign Up for CloudFlare and enter your website details. The next steps are simple;
however, you will be required to:
•

Add URL

•

Configure DNS Records

•

Change Name Servers to the new ones via your Web Domain Host

It is all offered in a step by step guide and there is a WordPress Plugin by CloudFlare to help enable it on
the internal side.
One thing to note if you are carrying out speed tests, is that it may take some time for sites to pick this up
due to changes. So do not panic if you install it and no site can find you are on a CDN.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
http://www.xploited.media
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Autoptimize
Another tool we use very often is Autoptimize which offers some similar features to WP Optimize
however is solely focused on the coding aspect.
This is something Google looks at during its Speed Test with Minifying the code.
In basic terms when code is written, it is done in a manner than anyone can read it with spaces and
paragraphs for ease of editing. As we wont be needing this we can minify it saving space by getting rid of
the spaces, paragraphs etc.
When using this tool take a backup first and try each option one by one to see what affect it has on
functionality of the website as often it can skew things if not done correctly.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/

Deactivate Plugins
As we discussed earlier, one of the biggest issues with Themes and Plugins is their natural size. Although
they may not be large in size, the WordPress system has to constantly look through Database Records to
pull back particular results each time a new Plugin is used.
Therefore, it takes longer for a page to load, causing issues.
http://www.xploited.media
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One thing we recommend is to fully remove Plugins you do not tend to use in the future.
Any that you wont be using for a while for example the Image Optimizer Plugin we mentioned earlier, we
recommend you deactivating.
This means the plugin is still there but not being used all the time. It isn’t the ideal solution but helps with
page speeds.
We do the same with our Backup Plugin we deactivate when we don’t need it running.

Enable Gzip Compression
Another vital aspect of website speed is the Gzip function. This compresses the website fully saving plenty
of room and speeding up Server Response time.
This however is often something you would have to ask your Host to offer you as you do not have access
to the files to tweak this.
There are often plugins available for this, however they do not often work.
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Remove Spam/Drafts Etc.
Any unwanted aspects of the site cause speed changes, for example Spam or Draft messages can take up
vital room and are not necessary. We recommended a Plugin earlier to help remove these unwanted
aspects from the Database cleaning up vital space.
If, however you wish to do it manually we recommend removal of all Spam/Trash Items/Drafts/Etc.

Summary
Overall you can see there are a variety of simple tweaks you can make to your website in order to speed
the whole process up.
Some may be more effective than others, whilst some you may feel do not work at all.
Even if the site doesn’t feel visibly quicker there are often internal aspects in the coding that are hidden
but Google etc. notice these.
Another big aspect of Speed is your host provider. Often websites are installed on basic Hosting Packages
which is usually the biggest reason for slow page load times.
Always be certain to check this before you purchase a new host service.
If you require support installing any of the above mentioned aspects or wish for guidance on your website
please contact us here http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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General SEO

Introduction
As you will have found from this document there is more to SEO than just “keywords”, “links” etc. What
people do not realize is that Search Engines look into more than the above.
Often you will find websites spamming particular key words. A great example is someone selling Shoes.
They will try and use the word Shoes as much as possible on the page, which Google actions as spam and
it will affect its rating.
What people forget is the long tail key words and different words describing Shoes. For example, there are
trainers, boots, etc. On top of this is the different occasions and purpose.
For example, a post titled Shoes for Sale would not be as great as a post titled Top 10 Hiking Boots for
Adventure Travel etc.
Naturally on top of this there are plenty of other deciding factors people often overlook. Here we will
highlight a few simple tweaks to help boost your ranking.

http://www.xploited.media
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Download Yoast SEO
There are a variety of SEO packages available for WordPress exploding functionality. Allowing further
functions to help make your website Search Engine Friendly.
One that is often mentioned and we highly recommend is Yoast SEO.
This adds various features to help boost your ranking. Some of the highlights are:
-

Meta Titles

-

Meta Descriptions

-

Readability/SEO Scoring Feedback

-

Sitemaps

-

Index/No-Index Features

Alongside plenty more. This is the most critical Plugin to install to help boost your rankings.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/

Meta Descriptions 155 Characters
Now that you have installed the Yoast SEO Plugin you are able to access your Meta Descriptions. These
should be unique for each listing as Google searches for Duplicates and sees them as spam.
The Yoast Plugin provides a length guidance however bear in mind the limit should be kept to 155
Characters.
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End Meta Descriptions Before Google With…
The length of Meta Descriptions may vary and although the recommended length for Google is 155
Characters some other Search engines are slightly longer or shorter.
Therefore, we often end our Meta Descriptions with … This allows us to keep the viewer on their toes. If
the description is catchy and ends with … They will want to read more by clicking on the link.
It leaves people hanging…

Linking To Other Websites
Google likes the idea of people who contribute to society and help both Google and other sites. They see
it as if you include information that is factual you should offer references to help the user.
To do this you must link to other websites. We understand this may seem strange as that is taking people
away from your site, however if you offer the links that open in new tabs this is a beneficial way to keep
your website page open.
Think of it as if you go onto a website and click a link to another site. It opens in another tab and your
website is still there just running in the background. Google sees this as users on the site still, and no
doubt once the user is finished with the link you linked to in another tab they will close it and then return
to your website.
Never open it in the same window as this will take them fully away from your site.

http://www.xploited.media
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Embed Videos
One thing Google is always looking for is time spent on a web page. The longer someone is on a single
page the more beneficial it must be. Therefore, we need to keep users on our page for as long as possible.
A top trick often carried out by many is to embed a video on the webpage.
Rather than linking to the video embed it, as the viewer must watch the video on the particular web page.
We have trialed this technique with many clients increasing a single pages 30 second view time to over five
minutes. Which in turn helped rank the page higher in Search Engine Results.
On top of this using YouTube videos shows Google you are linking to YouTube (A Google Product) which
is of course brownie points for your website.

Internal Links To Help Google
Google uses bots to load webpages and scrape the information on these pages. It is therefore in our best
interest to help these bots scrape everything on the webpage. This includes lead them to other pages on
the site.
We are not talking about spamming the webpage, however useful links are suggested. For example if you
have written a blog post about Reading Books and wrote another post on Speed Reading, link to it in the
content so users can move further into your website to read more on related topics and Google Bots will
do the same.

http://www.xploited.media
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Summary
Naturally there are plenty of other tips and tricks that can help benefit your Website to boost rankings as
well as usability.
However, to fully explain every technique, would; a) Put us out of business b) Make this into a fully
pledged Kindle Book.
If you would like further guidance or help implementing systems please contact us at
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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Content Is King

Introduction
It is all well and good having a website that is user friendly, but without the correct Content your website
wont last long.
You want to keep users busy, keep them entertained and sharing the content with friends and family.
Think about what goes viral in modern day society, and you begin to get a better understanding of what is
required.
A site that keeps a user reading will keep them on the site, and in turn show Google your website is full of
useful information.
There are a number of things that help with this.

1300 Words?!
There is a lot of discussions regarding the required length of the ideal Blog Post online. Many websites
suggest over 2000 words and whilst that is interesting, how many people can actually write a post over
that type of length?
Therefore, there are some recommendations we have found over the past few years.
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Firstly, posts should be no shorter than 300 words. This is seen as the bare minimum for a Blog Post.
Anything shorter and Google will see it as a waste of time. Naturally in some instances this wont be
possible especially when you have a picture heavy post highlighting everything in images.
Secondly the recommended standard for Post length is 1300 words. This is what many see as the ideal
length. If you can offer this in your posts you will be winning!

Use Of H2 And H1 Correctly
To help visually for users and also for Google Bots, there are formats that are recommended.
Like a Microsoft Word Document, text is easier to read when broken up into separate aspects. These
Paragraphs are usually visually broken up with Headings.
The same technique is used on Websites, and therefore we recommend you use a single H1 (Heading 1) as
your large title at the top of the page, followed by separate H2 (Heading 2) titles to separate the different
aspects of your web page. Making it a lot more visually pleasing.

Use Hemmingway
Everyone has a style of writing that best suits their personality, however there are recommended tips to
increase the readability of your content.
Yoast SEO Plugin offers a simplistic version of this however if you would like an easy editor to write your
content we recommend the following:
http://www.xploited.media
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http://www.hemingwayapp.com
This app not only tells you how much you have written, it will also give you a grade and highlight any
issues in your text.
We use this on a regular basis.

Use Of Imagery
Imagery is a vital part of any piece of blog content. There is no point spending hours writing the ideal piece
of content and not making it visually pleasing with Photographs.
One thing you will find as you set off in the blogging world is that no one will read your content but will
scroll through the pictures.
Therefore, you can begin to realize the importance of you images.
We will go into further detail with this later on in the document, and some basic techniques to the use of
images.

Summary
So to conclude we can begin to understand the importance of the content and its usage throughout the
website.
http://www.xploited.media
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A well written article on a hot topic is enough to make it go viral on websites such as StumbleUpon and
Reddit.
Now we have a greater understanding of this let us delve deeper into content generation ideas.
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Content Generation

Introduction
Your websites content is one of the biggest sellers to make you stand out from the rest, it is therefore in
your best interest to offer unique information regarding topics that matter.
Not necessarily what you are interested, you must look further into what your viewers will want to see. A
few sites that offer support in generating blog post ideas are as follows:
https://www.hubspot.com/blog-topic-generator
https://www.portent.com/tools/title-maker
https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner

Duplicate Content
One thing that Google and most Search Engines look for is duplicate content. If two websites use the
same wording, images, titles etc. then they are seen as copies. Google will usually look into which is seen
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as more of the genuine copy and this will link whilst any “copycats” will be punished for their copy and
often not even shown up on Google.
It is therefore vital that everything you post is unique and your own work. If for any reason you are not
able to write your own content, there are various people out there that can write for you, however they
often charge a fair amount.
So when researching a topic, like an essay at school ensure it is all written in your own words.

Generator
Below is a list of some ideas to start your blogging career. Naturally these should not be copied word for
word but it gives you guidance of some topics you could use to start off your blog posts. As you will see
they are broken up into categories which will help you decide which are best suited.
As a word of advice, Users love the “Top 10” style posts as this not only gives them a comparison but also
they expect it in a list format which is easy to read for the lazy people amongst us.

Experience/Expertise
1. The steps I took to achieve _____
2. Mistakes most _____ make
3. 5 habits every _____ should develop
4. 5 things I wish I’d known when I started
5. An introduction to _____

Working Process
1. How I start a project
http://www.xploited.media
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2. My _____ routine
3. My top 5 used _____
4. My 5 least used _____
5. I couldn’t _____ without _____

Aspirational/Inspirational
1. The story behind _____
2. 5 _____ (blogs, authors, podcasts) I read/listen to every week
3. A question I ask every _____ I meet
4. My secret crush on __________
5. A letter to my _____ year old self

Opinion
1. The way we think about _____ is broken
2. A review of the last _____ I bought
3. A review of the most useful _____
4. You’re doing _____ wrong
5. Why my business is different to everyone else’s

Reflection
1. A reality check for _____
2. How I got unstuck with _____
3. A skill every _____ should have – and why
4. 5 things that successful _____ do differently
5. The cold hard/ugly truth about _____

Learning
1. How to get more from _____
2. A step by step guide to _____
3. What to do when it all goes wrong with _____
4. 5 _____ tools that will save you time/money
5. 5 blog posts from my archives every _____ should read

http://www.xploited.media
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Summary
Below is a list of some ideas to start your blogging career. Naturally these should not be copied word for
word but it gives you guidance of some topics you could use to
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Images

Introduction
Alongside the Content, Images are the bread and butter of a website. Visually pleasing images offer a
great first impression when a user lands on your website.
Poorly configured images not only slow the website down but also give off a bad impression that can
often last for a lifetime.
Therefore, there are a few things to note.

Every 130 Words Put A Picture
There is no set standard of how many images you should use in a piece of writing on a blog page however
we have based our results on research we have found working with a variety of big names.
http://www.xploited.media
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Alongside this look at any popular blog and see how they break up the page with the use of images.
People get bored if there is too much text and therefore a picture once in a while comes highly
recommended.

10 Images To 1300 Words
Following on from the above mention of how many images, if we are basing our blog posts on the
recommended 1300 words then we recommend the use of 10 images alongside this.
Try to break up the text to make it an easier read. Often people wont even read the text but will scroll
through the images and therefore placement is key.
The same applies to those that do read. Put the images in the wrong place and it breaks their reading up
causing them to stop reading.
It all needs to flow smoothly.
When you mention a particular item in your content and have an image of it, include the image below so
they can visually see what you are talking about.

Alt Text
Alt Text refers to what Google Bots see, as well as what happens when a website isn’t loading correctly.
Have you ever been onto a website with a slow website connection and not all of the images loaded
correctly?
http://www.xploited.media
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Well the Alt Text is what loads describing the image that is put in that particular placement.
Google Bots do not even view the images, only the alt tags describing the images. Therefore, it is in your
best interest to describe the picture briefly in the alt tags.
Just imagine when you search Google Images for a particular image, it is searching for those Alt Tag
Descriptions to match to your search terms.

Image Descriptions
Similar to Alt Tags the image descriptions are a standalone piece of text that summarizes the image. It is
always recommended to use any keywords in this to describe the image alongside the Alt Tags for Image
Search processes.
Not only this but it helps the viewer realize what you are portraying in the image, and feel as if they were
there at the moment you took the photo.

Header Images
One image that will be classed as the Money Maker is the Header Image/Featured Image. This image is
not only the first image people see, it is also the image that will be shared on all Social Media sites when
someone shares the link.
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Therefore, when posting a new blog post, it is vital you get this right. A poor image can not only put
someone off reading the post it could put them off for life.

Use Your Own Images
We highly recommend using your own images where possible to help increase your websites visibility.
Google loves originality and already looks for duplicate content across the web, and therefore the same
applies to images.
Just imagine searching for a particular topic on Google Images and being presented with exactly the same
picture several hundred times, you would get bored would you not?
Therefore, we recommend using your own photographs. The more visibly pleasing, the more likely it is to
be shared by others.
If possible, include a small watermark on the image in case an image is saved and shared with someone
else with no knowledge of where it came from.

Pixabay
In some cases, you will not be able to use your own images, and Google is usually where people turn to.
Although Google images is a fantastic tool, often you do not have permission to use other peoples
photography.
http://www.xploited.media
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This is where sites have been created to answer this query. There are plenty of paid sites such as
Shutterstock however as we like to do things on a budget we recommend the following;
http://pixabay.com/
Once you visit the website you can search for images to suit your requirements and then download to your
hearts content. A few things to note:
-

Check for the usage allowance as sometimes they may state you cannot use them on websites, but
most of the time they state “free for commercial use”.

-

Sign up so you do not have to keep on entering a code each time you download an image. The
signup is free so do not panic.

-

Choose the highest resolution possible, so you can edit and resize yourself. There is nothing worst
than downloading in a low resolution and then later realizing you want it bigger but cannot find the
image any more.

Image Compression
An aspect we mentioned earlier in the Speed Improvement aspect of the website is Images and Image
Compression.
This is a vital part of any website as images are usually one of the largest files to download when loading a
website.
There are plenty of Plugins out there that provide solutions to speeding this up including Lazy Load
Plugins which allows the whole website to load and tell the site the images have loaded as well and then it
will load them eventually when they are finished.
Although Plugins like this are useful, if you keep to the guidelines of which images are large and you resize
them accordingly to how they should load on the site and use tools such as Tiny Png, Smush, etc. You will
not require any additional tools.
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Summary
To summarize, your blog posts must include a picture for every 130 words. This is not a requirement but it
comes highly recommended.
Visually pleasing images (preferably your own) will help aid in keeping people interested as well as rank
higher in searches in particular Image Searches.
Keep the images low in size to prevent delays in loading speeds.
Finally try and use your own images where you can and always include alt tags and a description.
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Social Media

Introduction
Once overlooked, Social Media has become a major player in the world of online Marketing. This is proven
by the amount of firms that have popped up over the past few years that claim to be Social Media
Agencies.
Their ability to grow your audience reach and promote your website is appealing, however many of the
techniques you are able to carry out yourself.
We will list a few that have worked for many of our campaigns and continue to be used by many
specialists.

Facebook
Facebook is often seen as the most important Social Media to master. Due to its integration abilities and
the amount of users per day it is a great place to start for sharing content.
Once you have created a Facebook page for your website, there are a number of things to carry out to
benefit from the full use of your site.
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1. Add a Recognizable Profile Picture
Your Profile Picture will be the main thing that loads when you post on Facebook and the first thing
people see in their news feed. Therefore, it needs to be relevant and recognizable for the company brand.
Recommended sizes for the image is 180 pixels by 180 pixels, keeping it square at all times.
2. Eye catching cover photo
Similar to the Profile Picture the Cover Photo needs to be eye catching to both you and your audience.
Not visible in user’s news feed, this image will be the first thing that is loaded when they load your
Facebook Page.
Recommend sizing for this is 851 pixels wide by 315 pixels tall.
3. If you can implement both cover and profile as one
To show creativity incorporate both your cover photo and profile photo together so that they look as if
they have molded into one. It is a nice touch that is visually pleasing.
4. Add a CTA Button
A CTA is a “Call To Action” Button that does exactly as the title says.
It can be set up with limited options including the following:
•

Shop Now

•

Sign Up Now

•

Visit Website

•

And Many more.

This not only helps link to your site but also pulls their attention in.
5. Add custom tabs
Alongside the CTA you have the ability to create your very own Tabs to your Facebook page. These are
recommended to make it unique for your Page.
One we always use is the Instagram Tab.
6. Link your Instagram
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As mentioned with the above point linking your Instagram page allows users to view your Instagram
pictures on Facebook. If one particular photo catches their attention they will then want to click it which
will direct them to your Instagram Feed. An ideal way to make new users realize you also have an
Instagram account.
7. Keep it personal connect like a friend not a business
Interaction and engagement is key! Get people involved and be personal. Reply as if you are their friend
rather than with the professional business mannerism. After all it is called Social Media for a reason.
8. Don’t just post about your product
Do you follow that one Facebook Page that constantly plugs the same link time after time? It is boring
isn’t it? Share more than just your products… Create posts that are worth reading.
9. Schedule for the best times
Like most Social Media platforms there are good times to post. It all depends on the audience. For
example, if you are focusing on a British Audience, their online presence will be quieter during the day
whilst they work, yet these hours will differ to an American audience.
The best way to get serious about timing is to use the Insights.
Once you have done this then create your content in advance and post regularly using the Schedule
feature available to Facebook.
10. Use insights
As mentioned whilst scheduling, you want to make full use of the most popular times to post.
In order to find these out you will need analytics. Like any website, analytics help you gather important
aspects you would not often know.
Facebook offers a tools titled Insights which is fantastic for analyzing things such as Post Times, reach,
impressions, clicks etc.
11. Fill out the About Us Page
Often neglected the About Us Page is a vital part of your website.
Create a story, almost like a narration so it summarizes briefly what your page is all about.
Supply information about what people can expect to see on your site and page.
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12. Competitions share and like
A great way to get your followers sharing your content is to carry out competitions once you have a fairly
large base of followers.
This allows them to share with friends and family a particular post you have posted.
13. Focus on engagement – ask questions polls etc
Get people involved, Facebook is all about interaction and engagement.
Focus on asking your audience questions that will not only help get them involved but you will get their
opinion.
The same applies to Polls.
A great new feature on Facebook is the love and like. You can do polls such as Like for this answer and
Love for another answer etc.
Try it today!

Twitter
Twitter is a confusing kettle of fish! It is all about short brief tweets that offer a brief outline of whats on
your mind.
When it was first created people struggled to get used to the use of hashtags, but nowadays they are a
part of modern society.
1. Fill out your bio
Make your Twitter page look complete with a fully integrated description of what it is about. Sounds
simple but you will be surprised how much of an impact this has on your audience.
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2. Link To Your Website
Do not forget to link your website in the correct Profile Setting. This will come in handy later when search
engines link sites to Social Media.
3. Engage with experts
What better way to know the field than to engage with the professionals. If you are into travel, get
following some of the greatest Travel accounts on Twitter. You can not only engage to get your name
known but also it allows you to see how they do things.
4. Be yourself
Like most social media accounts, don’t just spam product information and keep it robotic. It is all about
the personal touch, getting people involved.
5. Use Hashtags for searching
People search for certain topics on Twitter via the search box. Therefore, it is in your best interest to use
hashtags in your tweets to help them become more pronounced.
6. Create blog content based on Tweets using Twitter search
A great way to know what is hot in the world is to search for trending topics on Twitter. From this you can
create Blog Posts that can relate to these topics, and even use some popular tweets in your work to show
how hot the topic is.
7. Write a blog post summarizing your Tweets
If you are an avid Tweeter, and struggling for ideas for your blog, maybe at the end of the week
summarize your tweets. You can embed them into your blog posts which makes them clickable to Twitter.
Maybe show your high points, low points etc.
8. Respond To Other Tweets
Don’t just wait for replies, Re-Tweet Popular Tweets and respond to some, with your opinion. This is the
whole way of interacting with Twitter users.
9. News Jack
Similar to the Blog Creation idea, get searching for what is Trending. Check up current affairs and Tweet
about it.
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If its already popular people will be searching for this topic so make sure you come in with hot off the press
news.
10. Schedule Tweets – Hootsuite
There are plenty of additional software out there for posting to your Social Media Platforms. One big
game player is Hootsuite. Not only is it fully interactive, you can integrate your Instagram as well.
Be warned though the premium version is costly. But free is what we are all about here! So check out the
basic version before anything else.
11. Use Emoji’s
People love a visually stimulating product, and this is where Emoji’s come in. If you mention Waves, use
the Wave symbol, and so on. It makes it more eye catching and easier to read for the lazy people.
12. Embed Tweets On Your Website
A great way to increase following is to let your website viewers know you are on Twitter. This not only
allows users to click to follow you but they can also read the Tweets on your website.
It also shows the website as constantly being updated from a Google perspective.
13. Pin Important Tweets At The Top
If you have a Tweet you feel people need to see… Pin it to the top as Important. Similar techniques can be
applied to Facebook now days however Twitter is our primary goal here.
14. Add Text Before A Link Shared
When sharing a link to a website, do not put the link first… Always link afterwards. So have three or four
words to define the post then post the link. It is more visibly pleasing, otherwise it looks like spam.
15. Advanced Search - https://twitter.com/search-advanced
A hidden feature of Twitter is the Advanced Search Feature. This allows you to search for, People, Places,
certain words alongside plenty more.
16.Keep An Eye On Your Competitors Without Following Them
A great function of Twitter is the ability to create lists of people you follow. It makes it easier if you have
different topics you wish to follow.
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On top of this you can make a list private so no one sees it. Do this and add your competitors to the list. It
will hide your visibility whilst following them.

Instagram
Instagram has become more and more popular in the world of Social Media. For those that are not aware
it is a Photo Sharing facility which provides the opportunity to share your images with friends and others.
There are a number of ways to promote your Instagram Page and we have gone through the top tips.
1 . Your Bio
The Instagram Profile Bio is one of the biggest things a user sees when they load your profile, and
therefore there are a variety of things to do.
One thing about Instagram on a mobile is that when editing the Bio you cannot have separate paragraphs.
A hack to get around this is to write it on your notes app on your phone then copy and paste it in. We do
this to make it look like bullet points.
Also include any other pages you own with an @ sign as these are clickable on a computer.
2. Share On Your Website
Be sure to put your website link in the URL option as any other links are not clickable.
Highlight it by putting text in the Bio such as “shop here” with an arrow pointing down to your URL.
3. Hashtags
Hashtags are the biggest influence on an image, as these are what make images searchable.
Use the top relevant hashtags for your site, but put them in a comment to prevent the image description
looking like spam.
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A great site for hashtag guidance is http://tagblender.net/
4. Location Location
Always include a location on your image as this is often what people search by. You can search for
locations to see which is a better option. As many times there will be two or more options available.
5. Follow People
Follow people on Instagram will be your biggest influencer to get your name out there. There is a search
tag we recommend checking out which is #follow4follow, use this and follow people. After a while you
can unfollow them. Whilst others will do the same to you, it allows you a chance to grow your list.
6. Interaction
Don’t just spam by liking pictures and posting your own. Comment on peoples work, compliment them.
Ask questions, they often will return the favor.
7. Timing
Timing is everything, and get it wrong your image could die a quick death. You must look into the popular
times for posting, as it is pointless posting when everyone is sleeping or at work. Use analytics tools for
the best time.
8. Your Best Photos
Don’t just post any imagery, it needs to be eye catching and professional looking. Take time to capture
your life in photos. Adjust and position things so that they look more professional than just a poor
placement.
9. Regular
Post on a regular basis, as if you don’t post for a while your audience will get bored.
That being said don’t post too often to put people off as they will unfollow you.
10. Competitions
Competitions are one of the greatest ways to increase your following and likes, however we recommend
holding this back until a time when you have a larger following as it could get embarrassing.
Whether it is a tag and like competition, or merely share there is plenty to offer.
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11. Add Text
A great technique that works well on Instagram is inspirational, motivational quotes placed over
inspirational backgrounds.
These always seem to get fantastic amount of likes when you use the right tags.
12. Description
The description of your image is a great place to leave an inspirational comment. We often use quotes
which are inspirational.
13. Monitor Key Influencers
A great way to tackle your market is to follow the key influencers in your field of work. This will not only
allow you to gain inspiration but also it will allow you to see how the big players do it.
14. Comment On Key Influencers
People following these key influencers will be people who love their work. If your work is similar people
will view your work and in return, follow you and like your work.
Therefore, leave comments. It also helps you interact with the influencers who may offer shout outs and
much more.
15. Like Photos Daily
A great way to increase your following and like count is by liking photos daily. Depending on your theme
there will no doubt be hashtags to search for. For example a Wildlife Photographer could search for
#wildlife and like the latest photos.
Some random strangers will like your work, however the main aim is to interact with the people who
shared those pictures initially.
16. Make Your Account A Business
By now you should have a Facebook page for your website, the next task is to link this to your Instagram
page making is a Business Page.
This gives you additional insights, ad options and also allows you to add a contact button to the top of
your profile.
17. Insights With Iconosquare
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A great app/website for analytics is Iconosquare. With the use of it you can see your top performing work,
as well as the peak times you post.
Give it a go, as there are plenty of hidden features available and its free!
18. Schedule With Later
One great app we use very often to schedule posts is called Later.
It used to post for you however these days Instagram has changed its rules and this is not possible. It does
however remind you when to post and copies all the text you placed with the picture for your description.
19. Share feed on website
To allow people to see your finest work ensure you put an Instagram feed on your website. This will allow
people to see you have Instagram, and allows them to browse the images via the website rather than just
on Instagram.

Pinterest
Another neglected Social Media Platform, Pinterest offers an abundance of functions and features that
may be your secret weapon in Website Promotion.
It works like a cork board on your wall pinning interesting images and posts to it. People can follow your
boards or share your pins.
The main interests are fashion, décor and travel however the market does seem to be growing.
1. Include Price Tags
If you run a webstore, a fantastic feature of Pinterest is you can include Price Tags to products you pin.
Google is your friend for more information on how to do this.
2. Implement Pin It On Your Blog
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Firstly you must verify your website, this allows you access to analytics and much more.
After doing this, there are many plugins available to add a pin it tab to your images. This means when
someone sees a picture they like if they hover over it a Pin It button will appear.
WordPress offer great plugins for this.
3. Create a Board For Your Blog Posts
Naturally people do not want to just see your blog posts, so create a separate board for your Blog and
each time you create a new Blog Post pin it to this board. So people can follow and are aware when a new
post is up.
4. Make Your Pinterest Page a Business Page
As mentioned earlier, whilst liking your website to your Pinterest page, you will need to verify it with some
code in a similar fashion to how you link to your Google Analytics etc.
Once this is complete you can then get analytics showing your popular pins, how many visits to your site,
clicks and much more.
5. Optimize The About Us Section
Think long and hard about how you fill this in. It needs to be eye catching, interesting and much more!
Make people realize what you have to offer and why they should follow you over others.
6. Use Different Types Of Content
Don’t bore people with the same pictures over and over again. That is the great thing about Pinterest. You
can make separate boards for different categories.
You will often find people like certain boards but don’t enjoy the others.
7. Use Infographics
A great new phenomenon is Infographics. Usually linked to a blog post this will summarize the whole blog
post in one image.
With text and visibly pleasing imagery it is ideal.
8. Time To Pin
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Like most Social Media Platforms there is an ideal time to pin. This varies to other platforms but use your
analytics and see what time others in your field post for the best results.
9. Pin Titles For SEO Purpose
Like your blog posts, SEO is key here. We want titles that people will search for both in Search Engines
and in the Search field on Pinterest itself.
Get involved and see how others title their pins.
10. Link To Other Social Platforms
One great thing about Pinterest is you can share it on Facebook and Twitter. Also be sure to connect it to
your about us page on Google+.

Google Plus
Often overlooked Google+ is vital in your social media plan. Think of it this way, you wish to rank highly on
Google, so engaging with their products as much as you can will earn you Brownie points.
This is where Google+ comes in. There are plenty of options out there
1. Post Often With Great Content
Regular posting is key to Google+ as it all helps with your ability for interaction.
Share and comment on current affairs and not just spam your own content.
2. Strategically Use Hashtags
Do not spam like you would with Instagram but ensure you include plenty of strategically relevant
hashtags with Google+ it helps with search results.
Use too many and Google will be offended.
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3. Use Google Hangouts
A great place to “Hangout” is Google Hangouts. This is where likeminded people set out to interact with
one another.
You will not only meet great like minded people but you also will help get your name out there.
4. Comment And Share
Comment on other people’s content, it not only helps interaction but also gets you more well known.
Others will see the comments and will click on your page to see more.
The same applies to sharing, do not just share your own website content. Share other interesting reads as
well.
It will boost your creativity and people will do the same in return.
5. Join Communities
Social Media is all about contribution, so the more you offer the more they will give back.
Join communities in your field. If you are a photographer, join the photography communities.
6. Get A Plus URL
After a set period and once you have a certain amount of followers you gain access to the Vanity URL
which allows you to have your own Google+ link.
A great function that really makes you stand out from the crowd.
7. Verify Your Site
Like with other Platforms, ensure they are linked to your website. The business page will help with Google
rankings and if you combine with Local Business for Google your profile will be linked on the right side of
Google results.
8. Use A Professional Profile Picture
Put a lot of effort into your Profile picture as it is this that will stand out when you are posting and
commenting on others work.
Make it personal but with a professional touch.
9. Eye Catching Cover Photo
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The Cover Photo is a big part of Google+ and it needs to be visibly pleasing for your audience to trust you
and want to interact.
10. Comment On What Is Hot
Google loves the latest news and what better way than to keep yourself trending than following what is
currently trending in the news.
Don’t just spam with your blog links, post regularly with hot topics.

YouTube
Once neglected, video has taken over the world of Social Media. Browse your Facebook feed to see the list
of videos that has over taken photographs.
From the likes of Music Videos to Educational Videos, there is plenty available. We also have YouTube
Live which is a new technology.
To master YouTube is more complex than most, but these basics will get you off to a great start.
1. Embed Videos On Your Website
A fantastic way to share your video is on your website. This not only shares it for people to view but it
secretly helps your Google Ranking.
Google sees a user on the page for longer than usual (whilst they watch the video) and boosts your
rankings. The average page view is a few seconds. Add a video to the page that they watch and a user
could be on the page for 5 minutes or more.
2. Add Cover Photo
Make sure your channel page is up to standard by adding an eye catching Header similar to that of
Facebook, Twitter and Google+ (See the theme here).
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3. Keywords
Key words are tags, they help when people search for your video. Get the ball rolling by seeing what tags
your competitors/inspiration use.
4. Description
The description not only helps with searching but it also allows a user to read more. Add links to your site
or products used (affiliate links add funding).
Also describe the video so people know what it is about whilst they wait for it to load on slow Internet
Connections.
5. Use Annotations
A great feature people use is the Annotations option. This allows you to literally shout out and make the
video more interactive. Whether it be a link to your website or a subscribe button they all help.
6. Increase Upload Frequency
Don’t just upload one video and forget about it. Constantly keep the content fresh and upload on a regular
basis.
If it’s a set time people will know to look out for it.
7. Personalize Video Thumbnails
You must have done this whilst browsing YouTube. You see a picture that catches your attention and you
watch it.
They carefully positioned that thumbnail to make sure you watched it.
8. Limit Video Times
People get bored easily. Unless you are watching something educational people wont last long watching
the video.
You probably have done it before, by watching a video and skipping the boring part to get to the good bit.
9. Cross Platform Promotion – Instagram etc.
A great habit to get into is by cross promotion. Share the video on Facebook.
Create a shorter clip to share on Instagram with the description, new video live, check it out.
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Add the link in your Instagram Bio.
10. Share With Friends
Your friends will always support you. Get them involved, and the same with family. The more views you
get and likes the more popular your video will be.

Reddit
Reddit is a social sharing platform, based on a forum type set up. It allows users to share links, text,
images and much more and in return others can rank them with an up or down arrow.
It is all based around Karma. Good Karma is the up arrows, whilst Bad Karma is too many negative arrows.
Find a category that best suits your blog post and share… Be warned, they are hot on only sharing your
own site so be careful not to make it too obvious.

StumbleUpon
Often forgotten about Stumbleupon is a great online tool to help increase your presence. For those that
have never used Stumbleupon… The idea is simple! Create an account and choose the particular
categories you wish to view.
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After doing this, click “Stumble” and it will present you with sites from across the web that are related to
your topic of choice.
If you like the link you can like it, and the same for dislikes giving the site a rank for further viewers.
To Stumble a site, please make sure its in the right category, or else you will get a poor ranking.
Once you have a post that you think is viral material… Stumble it and also do the same with Reddit, and
you will be on to a winner… We have had thousands of hits a day come solely from Reddit and
Stumbleupon.

Social Media Plugin – SumoMe
There are literally millions of social sharing bars available as Plugins for WordPress. Whilst many offer
fantastic functionality and many looking cosmetically pleasing SumoMe is the best free Plugin around.
Not only does it offer a floating bar you can tweak with your preference of Social Media platforms to
include, there are additional hidden features available including, welcome messages, heat maps, and
various other Mail Subscription services.
This is definitely one Plugin we highly recommend!
All that is required is that you sign up for a log in account.
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Social Media Plugin – Twitter Widget By WPZOOM
If you are an avid Tweeter or would like to at least increase your following and engagement, be sure to
install the Twitter Widget by WPZOOM.
It is a very basic set up to which you put in your Twitter details and then choose where you want it to
show.
It can be added by a short code or by the Widget menu, and once installed it will show all recent tweets
you have posted to your Twitter page.
This not only shows people you use Twitter and they should follow your page but also from a Google
perspective it shows the page being updated regularly whilst you are posting to Twitter and it is showing
on the website.

Social Media Plugin – WP Instagram Widget
As mentioned regarding Instagram, it always a good thing to promote your images else where to not only
show people your work but also it shows them you have an Instagram Page they could follow.
The WP Instagram Widget is easy to install by just clicking “Install”. Once activated you have the option to
add it as short code on a particular page or as a widget.
There are additional options to speed it up and visually improve the layout.
Be sure to open the images in another tab on Instagram so they can follow your social media page.
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Social Media Plugins – NextScripts: Social Networks Auto-Poster
There are a variety of tools out there for WordPress that offer a solution to social sharing when you post a
new post.
NextScripts: Social Networks Auto-Poster however offers a much fuller extensive set up for this. With the
ability to share posts and revive old posts it wins hands down compared to similar packages.
Many users use the WordPress JetPack set up however this seems to lack in particular areas and is very
resource heavy causing website speed issues.
Once installed you select the Social Media Platforms that you require and then follow the instructions for
set up.
Often Social Media Accounts will require an API to link it correctly. There is a guide for each particular
Social Media platform, however we offer an installation service for this if required.
If you require support installing this and setting it up to best suit your website please contact us here
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/

Summary
In summary there is a variety of quick fixes you can do to your social media accounts to ensure they boost
their impact and engagement.
On top of this be sure to link your site on all mediums, and vice versa on your site back to the social media
pages.
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Some Social Media accounts may not be relevant to yourself, however this will come from trial and error.
Check out competitor accounts and which Social Media platforms they use, and use this as a deciding
factor on where to focus.
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Commenting - Backlinks

Introduction
Similar to Social Media, the best way to promote yourself is through engagement with your visitors. This
also applies to commenting on other blogs you follow.
A good example is if you run a Travel Blog and follow a lot of similar people who run Travel Blogs. Read
what they write about, comment and share your thoughts. It not only leaves your website link there but
gets you talking to the author of the blog.
A great way for engagement and you’ll be surprised that people click the links back to your site and often
comment on your site in return.
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Make A List
The easiest way to monitor the sites you comment on and view, is to make a list in excel with a link to their
site and the date in which you last commented on their site.
Not only does this help prevent you looking like a spammer but you also can vary which blogs you
comment on.

Summary
Alongside your Social Interactions, get involved on the blogging scene by commenting on other people’s
blogs.
It not only highlights your presence to users but also allows you time to monitor your competitors.
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Essential Plugins - Wordpress

Introduction
Naturally there are a variety of Plugins that you can use however the ones in the list below are our highly
recommended Plugins for installing to help your site for a variety of reasons.

List
-

Askimet Anti-Spam

-

Autoptimize

-

BackWPUp

-

Cloudflare

-

Foo Gallery

-

Loginizer

-

NextScripts Social Media Auto-Poster

-

Pinterest Verify

-

SumoMe

-

Twitter Widget By WP ZOOM

-

W3 Total Cache

-

WP Instagram Widget

-

WP Smush
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-

EWWW Image Optimizer

-

WP-Optimize

-

Yoast SEO

Summary
Before installing any of the recommended Plugins we advise carrying out a backup of your website. We
also note, we are not held responsible for any poorly installed Plugins.
The ones we have recommended are used for a variety of different purpose, including speed increases,
SEO purposes and much more.
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General Tips

Introduction
Alongside the general SEO tips there are additional tips we recommend to help build and develop your
site. Some not necessarily directly affect ranking but they have their own benefits as mentioned below.

Google Analytics
Google Analytics is a key part of your website and growing your audience.
It offers fully integrated Insights into your website and the hits you receive, where they come from and
where they landed.
Once you have signed up for Google Analytics, installation is easy as you are required to install a basic bit
of code into the header of your site or upload the document it allows you to download.
The great thing about the Yoast Plugin we mentioned earlier is that its allows a simple option to install this
for you. This is another reason why you need to install it.
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Google Console
Further to Google Analytics there is Google Webmaster Console. This allows us to check into further detail
items such as Search Queries, Google Bot Search Issues with our site and much more.
If installed after Analytics you can use the same code saving having to edit the header once again.

Alexa Ranking
Alexa Ranking is something that many people want to receive but not many are able to get a result. A top
tip that has worked on many sites without signing up for Alexa is by downloading the Alexa toolbar for
Mozilla Firefox and then when you load your site keep checking daily for an Alexa ranking and after a short
period you should start to receive one.
This doesn’t always 100% work but a great little tip.
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Competitors
One of the best ways to grow your following and understand SEO further, is to see what your competitors
are doing.
We are able to carry out a competitor analysis for you and compare what they do differently. For more of
this please contact us at:
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/

Sitemap Submission
The great thing with Yoast SEO is it provides you with a link to your Sitemap.
Once you have this, log into your Google Console and submit the Sitemap on the Sitemap Page. This will
help Google process your website.
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Google Local (Maps)
Not always applicable to everyone however for those that own a shop, this is the best way to enable more
customers and Google Search Results.
Have you ever searched on Google for a restaurant in a particular area and the first result is from Google
Maps?
This is why we recommend signing up for Google Local. Usually once you make an account it will link to
your Google+ Page and you will be required to wait for a post card through the post so you can confirm
the address you live at.

Mobile Friendly
One of the biggest aspects of modern day websites that many people overlook is making your site Mobile
Friendly.
In todays society most people view websites on a Phone or Tablet rather than on a laptop.
There are a variety of Plugins to enable a fully responsive website, and others where you can make
standalone apps.
If you would like to know more please contact us.
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RSS Feedburner
RSS Feeds are basically links to a standardized format of a website and its updates in the form of a list.
This allows users to link a variety of their favorite websites in a list so when updates come in they can read
them all through an RSS Feed.
Therefore we recommend submitting your RSS Feed to RSS Feedburner.
You can do this by logging in and then submitting your RSS Feed to it. You can get hold of your RSS link
by reading the following link:
https://codex.wordpress.org/WordPress_Feeds

Summary
In summary there are a variety of things you are able to carry out to increase your visibility of your
website, however in order to do we need to be able to measure our efforts.
This is where Analytics come in. It not only helps Google notice you are working with Google but also it
allows you to monitor visitors etc.
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To Conclude

Introduction
Well that concludes our FREE SEO WordPress Guide and helps to give you a basic outline of SEO for your
site. Naturally there is a lot more advanced techniques including canonical, no-index, links etc.
These techniques require a further understanding of SEO and WordPress. These are things we are able to
carry out for you and support.

A Thank You
We thank you for requesting our SEO Guide and would like to remind you, technology is constantly
changing and at the time of writing these were all fully working requirements.
We recommend taking a backup before carrying out any of the tasks mentioned in this Guide, and further
to that please remember these things take time.
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Contact Us
If you require any support or guidance installing any of the above or implementing a strategy to aid in the
Marketing of your website our team of specialists are happy to help and are available 24/7. Please contact
us via the link below:
http://www.xploited.media/contact-us/
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